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ABSTRACT MASTER
Although the ability to count alpha particles by liquid scintillation

methods has been long recognized, limited use has been made of the method
because of problems of high background and alpha energy identification. In
recent years some new developments in methods of introducing the alpha-
emitting nuclide to the scintillator, in detector construction, and in
electronics for processing the energy analog and time analog signals from
the detector have allowed significant alleviation of the problems of alpha
spectrometry by liquid scintillation. Energy resolutions of 200 to 300 keV
full peak width at half maximum and background counts of <0.01 counts/min
with rejection of >992 of all beta plus gamma interference is now possible.

Alpha liquid scintillation spectrometry is now suitable for a wide
range of applications, from the accurate quantitative determination of
relatively large amounts of known nuclides in laboratory-generated samples
to the detection and identification of very small, subpicocurie amounts
of alpha emitters in environmental-type samples. Suitable nuclide separa-
tion procedures, sample preparation methods, and instrument configurations
are available for a variety of analyses.

KEYWORDS: Alpha particle, spectrometer, liquid scintillation, alpha counting,
solvent extraction

BACKGROUND

No alpha assay method that is good both in identification of alpha energy and quantifica-
tion of the alpha count is currently available. Surface barrier detectors and Frisch grid
detectors give excellent energy identification if the sample is properly prepared, but self-
absorption and gaometry duplication problems prevent consistently accurate quantification
of the alpha events. Even with painstaking and time-consuming sample preparation methods,
it is difficult to obtain an average reproducibility better than ±102. Addition of a
tracer isotope can improve accuracy but at the expense of an additional operation and addi-
tional counting statistics considerations. Proportional counter methods have about the same
problems with poorer energy resolution. Zinc sulfide foil methods offer neither energy
resolution nor accurate quantification. They, like surface barrier detectors, do offer very
low background from beta, gamma, and cosmic radiation.

Liquid scintillation as it is usually practiced for beta assay work can, under certain
conditions, give excellent count quantification, but the energy identification capabilities
are nearly nonexistent. However, improvements in instrumentation, scintillators, and sample
preparation methods have made liquid scintillation an attractive addition to alpha assay
methods in that useful nuclide identification and improved quantification can be achieved
using relatively simple procedures.
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The fact that liquid scintillation methods can be used for alpha counting has been known
for almost as long as the method has been used for beta counting,1"" and the ability to obtain
a useful degree of alpha energy resolution was demonstrated several years ago.5.6 However,
the application of liquid scintillation to alpha counting and spectroraetry has been liaited
partly because alternative methods such as gas-flow proportional counting, zinc sulfide
scintillators, and surface barrier detectors have become established as the conventional
nethods and partly because of some disadvantages of liquid scintillation as it is ordinarily
used and perceived. These disadvantages are primarily related to two areas: (1) determina-
tion or background and (2) energy resolution and identification.

3eta or gamma radiation produces more light for the same amount of energy absorbed in
a liquid scintillator than does alpha radiation, resulting in a serious overlap of beta-
ganma and alpha spectra. Figure 1 illustrates the type of energy (pulse—height) distribu-
tion observed for alpha, beta, and gamma emissions. The interfering beta and ganma radiation
may arise from the alpha nuclide decay scheme, may be introduced to the scintillator as an
impurity along with the sample, or may be of external origin (including the sample container
and phototube face). Therefore, the usual method of background counting and subtraction will
frequently be inadequate in liquid scintillation counting.

Energy resolution constraints arise from a variety of sources. Beta liquid scintilla-
tion equipment usually has limited energy resolution capability for alpha particles because
highly refined energy resolution is not needed for the broad zero-to-maximum energy distribu-
tion of beta spectra. Further, quenching effects tend to complicate the calibration of an
alpha energy scale in liquid scintillation. When a sample for alpha counting is prepared
in the manner normally used for beta counting, the addition of water, acids, salts, or
other impurities changes the scintillator response and shifts the alpha spectrum up or
down scale; thus, although the alpha counting efficiency usually remains at 100%, the
ability to identify alpha energies is impaired or lost. These circumstances have made the
usual beta liquid scintillation methods unattractive for alpha counting except under special
conditions.
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Fig. 1. Typical liquid scintillation spectra
of alpha, beta, and gamma radiation.

SEW ADVANCES

Over the past 10 to 12 years substantial improvements have been rr.ade in nuclide separa-
tion procedures, in methods of preparing liquid scintillation samples, in the optics and
electronics of detectors, and in methods of reducing background so chat alpha cou .ting and
spectrometrv bv liquid scintillation is now often practical and simple to use.:» "-" In the
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degree of energy resolution obtained, the new techniques are generally intermediate betveen
alpha counting with a beta liquid scintillation counter and with a surface barrier detector,
as they also are in regard to the difficulties of sample preparation. Energy resolution of
200 to 300 keV full peak width at half naxlnum (FVtH) and background count rate* of <0.01
counts/min are easily obtained. Pulse-height response is linear with alpha energy, quench-
ing effects can easily be made negligible, counting efficiencies are 1002, and nuclide
quantification is generally superior to other alpha counting methods.

Scintillators

A key factor in the successful application of liquid scintillation to alpha spectrometry
is the use of a liquid-liquid extraction reagent in the scintillator. This allows the alpha-
emitting nuclide of interest to be extracted into a water-immiscible scintillator without
transferring unwanted salts^acids, or other quenching materials. Various extractants are
effective for this purpose,-3 and the use of the "extractive scintillator" is usually part
of a chemical separation scheme that aids in identification of the nuclide. Appropriate
preliminary separation and/or concentration steps are usually included to prepare the sample
for final extraction into the scintillator.

The extractive scintillator can be used to prepare samples for the usual commercial beta
liquid scintillation counter or for the improved, high-resolution detector. In both cases
quenching effects are reduced, and the response of the scintillator is more constant, sample
to sample. Aqueous solutions and all agents for incorporating their, into the scintillator
(e.g., solubilizing, dispersing, gelling agents) are avoided, eliminating their large ard
variable quench effects. In effect, only the trace nuclide is added to the standardized
scintillator. This allows the pulse-height and consequent peak position for a given alpha
to be made constant. A few typical extractants and their properties are listed in Table 1.
An extractive scintillator composition of 0.1 to 0.2 mole/liter of the extractant, ISO to
200 g/liter of naphthalene, and 4 to 5 g/liter of a single fluor was found to he.ve the best
pulse-height and pulse-shape resolution properties. Of the various fluors tested, aNPO
[2-(l-naphthyl)-5-phenyloxazole] and PBBO [2-(4'-biphenylyl-6-phenylbenzoxazole)] were found
to have the best pulse-height response and energy resolution properties.15 The extractant
used in the scintillator (and the aqueous medium from which the extraction is made) can
often be chosen so as to provide a degree of selectivity for the nuclide of interest; thus
the extraction into the scintillator becomes the last step in a separation scheme that aids
in identification of the nuclide.'-2.15-19

TABLE 1. Extractancs for us* with extractive sclntlllators

Alpha aicttr extracted Queoching

Di(2-cthylhexyl)phosphoric
acid

Tertiary win* sulfate
(trioctyl, criisooctyl,
or trllsodecyl)

?riaary aaine sulfatc
(branched 16- to 20-
carbon compound)

Tertiary aLiine nitrate

Tertiary aalne chloride

Trioctylph.'.-sphlnc oxide

Tributyl phosphate

All cations:
trlvalent actinldes, thoriu
and uranyl best

Uranlim(VI)

Oraniua(VZ), Ehoriua

?lutonlu*UV), (VI)

Polonlua, uraniueu'VI)

Uraiiiusi(VI), thoriua,
plutonlua(IV)

Uranlua(VI), ehoriua,
plutoniua(IV)

Very slight

Very sl l (ht

Very slight

Moderate to severe

Moderate to severe"

Depends on anion present;'
slight for sulfatc, moderate
to severe for nitrate or
chloride

"May be necessary to strip and reextract into scintlllator containing diCZ-ethylbcxyDphosshorlc acid to obtain
good raeru/ and pulse-shape resolution.



Detectors

A detector with improved optical and electronic properties7•9~11 has been built to take
advantage of the reduced background, controlled quenching, and improved energy response of
the aqueous-immiscible extractive scintillator. The basic detector design is shown in
Fig. 2. Although detectors of this type are not commercially available, they are simple and
can be easily built for less than $1000, including the cost of the phototube. The dual
phototube-coincidence arrangement used to reject random noise pulses and lower the energy
detection threshold for soft betas is not needed, nor is the refrigeration chamber for the
detector that is used for the same purpose.

The optical requirements for good alpha energy resolution appear to be as follows:

1. A scintillation event must appear the same to the phototube irrespective of
where it occurs in the sample.

2. Since the photocathode is not homogeneous but varies in sensitivity from place to
place, the light from any scintillation anywhere in the sample must be spread
evenly over the face of the phototube,

3. Light collection must be efficient because the resolution is a statistical
function of the quantity of light collected.

Horrocks and Studier5 were among the first to seek optimization of sample size, light
coupling arrangements, anc reflectors to increase energy resolution. Although these
innovations were made to lower the counter background and to improve efficiency for soft
beta emissions from 2 U 1Pu, the presence of alpha-emitting plutonium isotopes in the same
sample allowed the investigators to recognize possibilities for improved alpha energy
resolution. Subsequent work confirmed that small samples, good optical coupling, and
efficient reflectors were necessary to obtain good alpha energy resolution. Although
later work by others showed some progress in optimizing sample size and light-collection

5 7 1 0 1 3
arrangements, >10

s progress n o p t i g sample size and lightcollecti
»13 it is not certain that the best conditions have been attained.g , i t is not certain that the best conditions have been attained.

However, Hanschke,*° vho has made an extensive study of the effects of reflector shape,
sample volume and shape, and photocathode variability, concludes that a saall-volume
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Fig. 2. Detector-sample holder for aloha
liquid scintillation spectrometer.



sample and a reflector that is a section of a sphere give the best resolution for a given
phototube situation. At ORNT. good light-collection and good pulse-height resolution have
betn obtained using standard 10- by 75-*n culture tubes in the detector aa shown in Fig. 2.
The space between the reflector and phototube face is filled with sillcone oil to minimize
reflecting surfaces at refractive index discontinuities. A large number of sample sizes
and reflector arrangements ;rere evaluated before arriving at this arrangement. Some of this
work has been reported previously.10

General improvements in multiplier phototubes have contributed significantlv to the
ability to develop an alpha liquid scintillation detector with improved energy resolution
characteristics. Only limited tests of available phototubes for this application have
been made.12 At ORNL, two flat-faced, 2-in., bialkali phototubes have been found useful:
the RCA 4523 and the EMI 9840A. Other tests indicate that the RCA 8575 phototube has
favorable characteristics; however, differences between phototubes of the same type are
often greater than those observed for different types.

Electronics

Energy Resolution

In order to take advantage of the improved characteristics of the scintillator reflector
and phototube, the electronics system for processing the signal must retain the energy
information produced by the detector system. Linear amplifiers and preamplifiers of the
type generally used for gamma spectrometry with sodium iodide crystal—phototube combinations
appear to be quita suitable for this application. Such equipment has been used by several
investigators.=~7,19 Typically, a scintillation preamplifier is followed by a linear ampli-
fier that feeds the signal into a multichannel analyzer. Alpha energy resolution typical
of such electronics in conjunction with a single bialkali phototube with reflector and snail-
volume sample as described previously is shown in Fig. 3. A spectrum of the same pair of
nuclides (232Th and 23?Pu; 1.15-MeV separation) in the same scintillator recorded from the
output of a commercial beta liquid scintillation spectrometer is included for comparison.
The higher energy resolution for the alpha scintillation counting is due partly to the aore
efficient light-collecting arrangement and partly to the improved electronics system.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of spectra from fa) a commercial
beta liquid scintillation spectroweter and from (b) a high-
resolution alpha liquid scintillation spectrometer. The
same pair of alpha emitters (;32Th, i.01 MeV; 2 3 ?Pu, 5.15
MeV) were used in the same scintillator in both cases.



Pulse-Shape Discrimination

One of the most important developments in electronics for alpha liquid scintillation
counting is the use of electronic pulse-shape discrimination to separate and reject pulses
produced by beta and gamma radiation. The techniques of pulse-shape discrimination are well
known and have been extensively applied to the rejection of gamma background in neutron
spectrometry20*21 and to the isolation of fission events in liquid scintillation counting.22

Only limited application has been made, however, to the separation of beta- and zamma-
produced pulses from alpha-produced pulses arising from a liquid scintiliator.9>*S>23>2L

Fulse separation in pulse-shape discrimination is achieved by taking advantage of the
slower decay of the light pulse produced by alpha particles compared with that produced by
beta or gamma radiation. Thus the effectiveness of pulse-shape discrimination, like that
of pulse-height resolution, depends on several factors. For example, the scintillator must
be high efficiency and free of chemical quenching materials, particularly dissolved oxygen.
In addition, the optical coupling between sample and phototube must be optimum. Although
reflectors yielding good pulse-shape resolution apparently always give good pulse-height
resolution, the reverse is not necessarily true.1' Finally, the phototube and amplifiers
must be able to retain in their output signal the time difference in light pulse produced
in the scintillator by the different types of radiation.

Several types of pulse-shape discrimination electronic circuits have been described in
the literature.25 A very efficient and reliable arrangement using commercial components
has been used at ORNL.9 More recently, Thorngate has designed a very simple two-unit-wide
pulse-shape analyzer, designed primarily for alpha spectrometry.26

Figure 4 shows the results of using pulse-shape discrimination circuitry to resolve the
mixed beta, gamma, and alpha pulses from a sample containing 2 3 2Th and its daughters
(spectrum A). Spectrum B is a time spectrum showing the beta-gamma pulses (left) separated
from the alpha pulses. When the alpha pulses are selected by a single-channel analyzer and
a logic pulse derived from them is used to gate the multichannel analyzer, spectrum C,
devoid of the beta-gamma continuum, is obtained. Backgrounds of 0.01 counts/min are easily
obtained with pulse-shape discrimination, and with careful work it has been possible to
achieve backgrounds as low as 0.002 counts/min under a typical alpha peak. With samples
containing internal beta and gamua radiation, it is possible to remove at least as much as
99.9" of the beta-gamma component and retain a similar percent of the alpha counts.
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Fig. 4. Spectrum of -3-Th and daughters (a) including
beta-gamma component, (c) time spectrum showing beta-gamma
component, left, and alpha pulses, right, and (3) --'Th and
daughters, energy spectrum with beta-gamma component removed
by pulse-shape discrimination.
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APPLICATIONS

The degree of complexity and sophistication necessary in alpha liquid scintillation is
dictated by the properties of the sample (physical and chemical forms, impurities present,
type of nuclide to be counted) and the accuracy of the results required. Several of the
possible options are listed in Table 2.

If the samples contain only one alpha-emitting nuclide and minimum, or known, amounts
of beta and gamma emitters and if Che count race is sufficiently above background,
commercial beta liquid scintillation equipment and scintillators are an appropriate and
convenient means of alpha counting. Useful background reduction and scintillator-response
standardization can i>e achieved by the use of an extractive scintillator in conjunction with
a beta liquid scintillation counter.

The ability to isolate alpha-emitting nuclides chemically and to identify them by a
combination of chemical selectivity and alpha spectrometry may be realized by using a
combination of standard chemical separations, an extractive scintillator, and high-
resolution alpha liquid scintillation spectrometry. For example, plutonium can be extracted
selectively from nitric acid digests of a variety of materials and che-.n stripped and
reextracted into a scintillator (1.2 to 1.5 ml) for subsequent counting in a high-resolution
detector.'6 Uranium and thorium can be extracted together, stripped into an aqueous phase,
and reextracted selectively into separate scintillators. *"* The trivalent actinides can be
separated by conventional methods and then extracted into a scintillator containing di(2-
ethylhexyl)phosphoric acid.'

A typical analysis would proceed as follows: A sample is placed in solution in a
medium from which it can be separated and/or concentrated by ion exchange, solvent extraction,
or some other applicable method. (If the sample is a solid, this could be the most time-
consuming step in the analysis.) After the nuclide of interest is concentrated into a
suitable volume (2 to 10 ml), it is extracted into the extractive scintillator. Oxygen is
removed from the scintillator by bubbling with an inert gas for 1 to 2 rain. The sample is
corked, and is then placed in the detector and counted for sufficient time to obtain the
desired counting accuracy, usually 10 min or less but occasionally as long as 1000 min.
The time required to prepare a single sample after it is in solution is about 45 nin. Six
to eight samples can be prepared in 1.5 hr.

In a recently developed procedure, 23U-238u an(j 2 3 0 ^ a r e extracted together into a
solution of trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO) in toluene and are then stripped into an aqueous
phase by sequential contact vith 0.5 M ammonium carbonate followed by 0.5 M foSOij. The

"ABLE 2. Ope Ions for alpha liquid scintillation

Method Capability Advantages Disadvantages

Aqueous saaple
All-purpose sclntlllator
3eca LS1* counter

Gross a count of
relatively high
count rate

Easy sample preparation
Available equipment and

•cintlllator

Little energy resolution
Variable quench
Variable background

Extractive scintlllator
3eta LS counter

Cross a count of
somewhat lower
count rate

Less background variation
Reproducible quenching

Little energv resolution
Still relatively high
background

Extractive scincillator
Alpha LS spectrometer

a spectra 200- to
300- keV mm

Lower detection
limit

Lover external background
Usable energy spectrum

Sore sample preparation
3-Y from nuclide or
daughters visible

Fxtractive scintlllator
Alpha LS spectrometer
Pulse-shape discrimination

a spectra
Still lower detection
limit

Internal 3-Y rejected
Low, reproducible
background

Additional sample preparation
Additional electronics

- liquid scintillation.

tw



strip solution is reduced in volume and converted to a sulfate system. The uranium and
thorium are then extracted into separate extractive scintillators. Figure 5 shows the
extraction coefficients (organic phase concentration divided by aqueous phase concentration)
for both systems as a function of pH.

The overall accuracy of the 23U-233C a n d 230Th assays, including the dissolution and
two extraction steps, is estimated at ±52. Reproducibilities of i0.32 (including the tvo
extraction steps and counting) were easily obtained for the uranium at the^lOO- to 150-ppm
level. Detection limits for 1-g samples were found to be 1.1 parts per 103 for 2 3 3U and 4
parts per 1013 for 2 3 0Th when pulse-shape discrimination was used. This is competitive with
fluorimetric methods for uranium and may be better than most existing methods for 233Th.-"
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Fig. 5. Thorium distribution to the primary amine
sulfate scintillator and uranium distribution to the
tertiary amine sulfate scintillator as a function of
aqueous-phase pH.

FUTURE UTILIZATION

Widespread use of the more refined forms of alpha liquid scintillation spectroraetry
described here depends on (1) an increased interest and need for such procedures and (2)
promotion of the development of commercial supplies of the necessary reagents, detectors,
and special electronic (pulse-shape discrimination) units. Several laboratories are current-
ly using these procedures »nd devices on a research basis, however, and it is hoped that
commercial supplies will becotsa available as was the case with beta liquid scintillation.
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Chemical separation steps are required for alpha liquid scintillation spectroraetry just

as they are for alpha spectrometry by other methods. These steps generally involve such
hand labor in either case, and methods of simplifying and automating these time-consuming
steps are needed. Some work in this direction has been done at ORN'L. Initial separation
steps can, of course, be done in multiples. Automatic pipetters and dispensers can simplify
reagent measurements. An equilibration vessel for the final extraction info the scintillator
has been designed that allows extraction, deoxygenation of the scintillator, and counting
in thi same vessel.

It is not clear whether the practical limit of energy resolution for alpha liquid
scintillation work has been reached. The relevant factors are associated either with the
scintillator or with the detector since electronic signal processing is clearly not a limit.
Considerable improvements have been made in resolution by choosing the purest and aost
effective ingredients,10"1' but these measures have not extended energy resolution capability
beyond 200- to 300-keV FWHM. This resolution, which corresponds to 4 to 6%, is somewhat
better than can be obtained in gamma spectrometry by optimizing a phototube—sodium iodide
crystal combination.

Most detectors now in use for alpha liquid scintillation spectrometry do not incorporate
sample changers, partly because of their experimental nature and partly because they are
not really needed for iow-count-rate samples. Sample changers using the detector and sample
configuration described for high-resolution alpha liquid scintillation spectrometry have
been constructed;1' however, like the detector, they are not commercially available.

CONCLUSIONS

There is a great need for a simple, rapid, and accurate aethod of alpha counting and
spectrometry. Unfortunately, the nature of alpha radiation makes the development of such
a methoc difficult. Liquid scintillation methods, however, offer inherent advantages for
alpha counting and spectrometry with regard to sample preparation and counting efficiency.
Recent improvements in sample preparation, scintillators, and equipment designed to optimize
the system for alpha assay indicate that rapid, accurate, and efficient methods of alpha
counting and spectrometry are possible with liquid scintillation. Further improvements are
needed in sample preparation methods, scintillator efficiency, and detector design to
encourage widespread use of alpha liquid scintillation spectrometry.
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